
Hash Trash .. don’t let the facts get in the way 

of a good story! 
 

We arrived at Lions Park Mudgereeba to be greeted by Iceman with a pile of waivers to be 

signed. The lights from the adjacent tennis courts provided convenient extra lighting for our 

venue. Knowing the tennis court lights would go out before we finished Sir AH took 

advantage of our rate payer funds and plugged extra lighting into the power-points in the 

shelter and heated the entree and cooked our gourmet meal with free power from the BBQ.  

 

Sir Two Dogs called the pack to order at 6.13 and introduced the Hare and birthday boy Sir 

AH  
There was a massive cheer of excitement when Hare announced that there was a marked run 

for runners and walkers.  

 

It was a great surprise when 48 runners turned up and Birthday Boy Sir AH had to revise his 

dinner plans. A quick trip to Aldi to buy more food was in order because no amount of skill 

with water, fish and bread could make the existing Nosh feed the 48 hashmen who had 

arrived. This posed the question.... Was this increased turnout a sign of confidence in new 

committee or simply a return of our Hash family from the forced Covid separation? As is 

tradition ... (don’t let the facts get in the way of a good story) we will call this a vote of 

confidence in Sir Two Dogs and his new committee.  

 

Kwakka and the Chevron Mafia arrived late and the tap and go station was set up for 

returning walkers and runners to pay for their night. This system worked well as the trickle of 

returners and late arrivals avoided the usual long queues to pay, and the electronic transfer to 

the numbered Swiss bank account was complete. New boozemaster Foxtrot Oscar excelled 

in his new role providing light mid and heavy beer with cask and bottled wine.  

 

The entree of spicy tomato soup was served followed by heaps  sausages, cooked on the 

council BBQ.  

 

GM Sir Two Dogs called circle at 8.15 and asked for a run report for run number 2213 

Arsnik represented the (record) 23 runners and said it was a good run and length with good 

use of bush and road with a well set trail. He recalled that there was one event which attracted 

more attention than intended, as the pack ran passed a group of Girl Scouts with spoof 

blowing a rape whistle, he used in Nerang Forest. The problem became more serious as the 

Girl Scouts seemed to know what a rape whistle sounded like and started frantically reacting.  

Could you imagine the police report ..  

Officer ....what’s your name? 

Spoof .... Spoof 

Not even Leach and Leach could get him off this one!!! 

Arsnik gave the run a 9.5!!! 

 

The Ballbag walk report was obviously for another walk that he went on, as the walk the 

Hare set was also regarded highly.   

 

Nosh report by Sir Ferret centered on the Sausages and how the gourmet was back in hash. 

He was one of the chefs and said the superbly cooked sausages complimented by cooked 



onion and garnished with pickles and sauce and served in bread envelopes were worthy of the 

accolades the pack bestowed on the meal.  

 

GM gave a Down Down to Sir AH and then called on visitors to enter the large circle to 

introduce themselves  

Spoof introduced himself as son of Ballbag saying ..”but it has not yet been proven in a court 

of law.” Spoof might bring Leach and Leach out of retirement.   

 

Ledger announced he needed extra social distancing because he was from Melbourne. 

Immediately Cumsmoke asked him do you barrack first Richmond and Miscarrage asked if 

he barracked for Carlton.  

 

Eddie was in the circle. He is Latrine’s brother in law who has been left in the care 

of Swindler since Latrine won’t pay the exorbitant fees the airlines are charging for 

repatriation from his dual citizenship in the United States. Eddie has discovered 

the Chainsaw whilst on Swindlers farm which is much more efficient than the machete he 

uses in his homeland of Philippines. Hence his hash name Chainsaw.   

 

GM called Iceman into the circle and anticipation rose as the expected punishment would be 

issued. Instead the GM recognized and awarded Iceman with 300 runs 

 

GM Sir Two Dogs announced a new outline for this years Hash starting August 3 

Start 6.pm  

$17  

$3 beers 

$3 corkage  

 

Liability forms signed  

(See separate attachment for full details) 

 

The GM released new RA Brewtus who was dressed as Elvis with strap on boobs.  

Earlier the RA had strategically and publicly laid out 8 tubs of ice in the circle.  

 

RA called for charges from the pack and Y2K2Jelly charged his mates Brewtus, 

Arsnic and Pepe le Spew with a soft charge of running through a regroup.  

All 3 including the new RA had a DD.  

 

Then the RA stepped up a gear and called the past committee to the middle of the circle and 

allocated them a tub of ice each and they complied with the order to sit on ice.  

 

Whilst on the ice Nasty was asked to give a note but for some reason forgot how to do it, so 

whilst he was remembering the RA called for jokes. Lucky for those in ice Ballbags did not 

get to tell one of his stories. Instead there was a series of one liners and short jokes that were 

straight from Donald Trumps locker room joke book  ... too crude to repeat here .. after these 

obscenities Sir Prince Valiant, Iceman, Fullershit, Arsnik, Pepe le 

Spew and Trucktyres stood up from the ice 

 

Returning runner Commander Head  entered the circle with a charge from the 1997  

Sunsets on the Empire Hash in Hong Kong. Well does he have a long memory?! 



He reminisced about the golden days of hash as he told us a story about how a certain 

Hashman was delayed getting home after the event in Hong Kong. Qantas had one flight a 

day and he checked in to the departure Qantas Club lounge and enjoyed the drinks so much 

that he missed his flight ... not once but two days in a row -  

Shat was the culprit and the funniest thing is that he had to call in sick for two days to his 

boss who was Commander Head who knew where he was.  

This abuse of customer service by Shat is why we get charged for flight changes 

now. Shat was awarded the Golden Wings award.  

DD 

 

Next a charge was Ballpoint  

who called in all his “fucking clowns from Nerang Hard Core Hash” better known as 

Nerangatangs to express his compassionate style of leadership of his Covid Comrades. In 

short Ballpoint wanted his team to rub out the arrows so he could run the trail without a 

check because he arrived late. He charged his mates because he was late to Hash. He might 

have created a new record for saying fuck 37 times in 2 minutes  

 

A Charge of Caustic Pooh Jogger was made and Caustic explained how he had the “runs” 

whilst setting a run and it ran out. Lucky he had toilet paper to mark the run! A nice couple 

who were bush walking caught him having an emergency evacuation and he calmly said  

.... sorry no oxygen masks— just move on  

 

RA who was having a busy night then moved on to AGPU charges supplied by Sir Prince 

Valiant  

DD were awarded to  

Kwaka for falling over twice  

Chainsaw who fell asleep and Hardon who fell asleep.  

 

RA did something very rare in Hash and Skyhook was renamed to Derrolicked (my balls) 

 

After 45 minutes of circle Ballpoint wanted to add more and to allow more variety and save 

another 6 cans of beer for the next 13 people Ballpoint would charge the GM intervened and 

played the “time card” and asked Sir Prince Valiant to tell a story about his relaxing walk 

along to beach on his way to a romantic pub dinner with the Princess. SPV told us a story 

nudists and sex on the beach and then he ran into Exiled Hasher Vile who insisted on having 

dinner with the Prince and Princess  

What did you do wrong in life SPV? We would not wish this on anyone  

 

POW Pepe le Spew was unjustly given the POW on March 16 

Pepe le Spew  

Called out 

Weekly Arsnic Cumsmoke Iceman and newly renamed Derolicked 

The Winner of the POW was  Cumsmoke with the reason “just because”. Well that’s Hash! 

 

The GM called for next weeks run and Miscarriage announced it will be at Blackstump 

court Blackstumpsville with a radical  

option of a 5 o’clock start to allow the walkers and runners to return in time for sunset drinks 

and cuddles on the hilltop as the sun sinks in the west. He also offered the bonus of an open 

campfire and said he will use the trailer. 

 



Sir Prince Valiant  shared with the circle that the last campfire started by Miscarrage turned 

into an inferno that destroyed his neighbors property. That’s a great strategy to buy out your 

neighbors cheaply.  

 

End of circle was called by  

Blackstump at 9.pm.  

 

 

On On 

Nasty…On Sec 
 


